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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

JUL 7 i976 
OPPICB OP THn ADMINISTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Frank G. Zarb6-/~ / 
SUBJECT: Proposed Joint Re~lution Expressing Congressional 

'Commitment to National Energy Independence 

-n 
During recent Senate hearings on the PEA extension legislation <> 
it became apparent that despite widespread Congressional lip 
service at the time of the Embargo and the unequivocal goal 
of the Administration's energy program, there is still no 
real Congressional acceptance of the objective of attaining 
national energy independence by 1985. It also became clear 
that the need for resolution of the difficult energy policy 
issues has become obscured by Congressional focus on issues 
of governmentai organization associated with extension of 
the FEA. 

One way to deal with these problems would be .to suggest to 
Congress that it go on record with the Administration, in 
this Session, in support of the proposition that attainment 
of national energy independence by 1985 is a major national 
objective towards which future specific policy actions 
should be directed. Passage of a joint resolution to this 
effect would appear to be a logical vehicle for such a 
statement, which when enacted would have the force of law. 

If enacted, such a resolution wOuld.provide a useful commitment 
and reference point to evaluate the merits of future legislation, 
as well as to provide a benchmark to measure the effectiveness 
of the legislative response to our energy vulnerability. 
The attached draft resolution adopts a "bare bones" approach 
to this concept, recongizing that, if acted upon by the 
Congress, it likely would be embellished significantly 
during the legislative process. Another approach would be 
to anticipate this effect, and to transmit instead a substantially 
more comprehensive proposal that would contain appropriate 
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"recitals qualifying the objective of energy independence 
by other values, such as public health, preservation of the 
environment, and the need to foster competition in all 
seqments of industry. 

I recommend that, after staffing by the Domestic Council, a 
resolution substantially like that which is attached be 
transmitted to the Congress for its consideration. 

Attachment 
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DRAFT 

94th 	CONGRESS 

2D Session H. J. RES. 


IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES 

June -' 1976 

JOINT RESOLUTION 

Relating to the attainment of national energy independence. 

Whereas th~ oi~ embargo of 1973-1974 cost the nation $20 

billion and 500,000 additional unemployed; and 

Whereas this dependence on foreign oil impaired the ability 

of the United States to provide for its national 

security and that of other nations; and 

Whereas, notwithstanding recently enacted legislation, the 

dependence of the United States upon insecure foreign 

energy sources is increasing and is even greater today 

than in the period prior to the oil embargo of 1973

1974; and 



I 

~Wherea~ the people of the United States must be apprised 

that, despite the absence of the conditions which 

prevailed during the ~~bargo, our dependence on foreign 

oil and resulting vulnerability to another embargo have 

increased; and 

Whereas the United States must reduce unnecessary energy 

consumption, increase energy conservation efforts, and 

stimulate domestic energy production so as to reduce 

dependence on foreign oil; and 

Whereas the United States possesses the energy resources, 

technq10gi~a1 capability and financial resources necessary 

to become independent of foreign sources of energy for 

its basic needs; now, therefore be it 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

That, in recognition of th~ serious nature of the 

Nation's continued dependence upon foreign sources of 

energy, it is hereby declared to be the policy of the 

United States to become independent of foreign sources 

for its basic energy needs by 1985, and to achieve such 

independence by reducing our energy imports to su~~ 

level where the economic and national security i~acts \_. 
~ ~.-

-'" • i
of embargo be completely offset by of .strateg7an can use c 

" 

petroleum reserves and other practical emergency measures • 

.~ 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

July 13, 1976 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

INFORMATIONMEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 	 ~ELLIOT RICHARDSON 
FRANK ZARB t}-. 

SUBJECT: STATUS REPORT ON THE EXTENSION OF FEA 

As you know, the Conference Committee considering the House 
and Senate passed bills extending the FEA failed to complete 
its work before FEA's statutory expiration on June 30 and 
the Congressional recess. FEA was consequently extended for 
30 	days (until July 30) to give the Committee additional time 
to 	resolve key differences between the two bills. 

I. Senate and House Bills 

A list of the House and Senate amendments is attached, 
along with brief comments on each (Tab A). In general, 
the amendments fall into several categories: 

o 
desirable amendments from the Administration's 
point of view (e.g., the Bartlett and Montoya 
amendments to exempt stripper wells and enhanced 
recovery from price controls; several measures 
included in your original energy program, including 
several conservation provisions; 

o 
amendments favored by many of the conferees that 
are objectionable, in varying degrees, to the 
Administration because they are unworkable, dup
licative of existing law, or inappropriate policies 
for the Federal Government--(e.g., some of the con
servation amendments offered by Kennedy, part of 
the provisions requiring new data submissions from 
industry) ; 

o 	 minor amen~ment~ tha~ are either acceptable o~~:7Go;{ 
can be easlly flxed ln conference. l:-/ 

~ ():"' 

\ ~- ,! !
We intend to continue to work with the House and Sena..te / 
conferees and their staffs in an effort to delete or ~dify , 
those provisions that are objectionable to the Administr~~ion, 
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and to keep those provisions that are favored or ac
ceptable. 

II. Possible Outcomes 

Four possible outcomes are apparent: (1) a bill that will 
have to be vetoed; (2) no action by the Conference; 
(3) another 30-day extension of FEA; and (4) a bill that 
you can sign. 

o 	 In the event you veto the bill, or if Congress 
does not complete action on a long-term extension 
before July 30, you have decided to continue FEA's 
functions intact in an FEO created by Executive 
Order; that Executive Order has been staffed and 
is 	ready. 

o 	 There is no need to decide at this point how to 
handle a Congressional request for another 30-day 
extension; should that eventuality appear likely, 
a de~ision paper will be prepared. 

o 	 If you sign an extension, you may wish to combine 
signature with another initiative, for example, a 
request for improved Executive Branch energy 
organization (organizational alternatives are 
being analyzed by OMB/ERC) • 

Regardless of which course you finally take, your action should 
be accompanied by a strong statement outlining the energy 
measures that your Administration has asked the Congress to 
enact and which have not yet received Congressional approval. 
This is especially true if the bill that finally emerges must 
be vetoed because of the Kennedy conservation provisions. It 
will also be important for your statement to summarize your own 
conservation initiatives, explain why those initiatives are 
superior to the Congressional proposals, and thereby demonstrate 
your leadership in this area. That statement will be ready for 
your review the week before final action becomes necessary. 

Max Friedersdorf agrees with the strategy outlined above. 

Attachment 
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Comment 
senate Bill.' 	 Rous,' Bill 

1. 	Length of extension 

2. 	Authorization for 
1977 funding 

3. 	 $3 million solar 
con~ercialization 
authorization 

4. 	computer services 
to public on Project 
Indep. Eval. Model 

5. 	Transfer of FEA 
functions if Act 
eXI?ires. 

6. 	Appliance labelling 
program 

7. 	Plan and report on 
energy and natural 
reso~rces reorgani
zation. 

8. 	ERC extension. 

........ 


18 	 Ill' .nths 

Basically, ~;."ile as Pres. bud., 
but authori7."s $62.5M for reg
ulatory pr09 : '"ms instead of 
$47.8M, and S13.1M for rate 
demos as oPP' ,sed to $O. . 

stricken. frolll bill on the 
floor. 

Approved by House. PEA re
quired to prnvide computer 
time on reiml,ursablc basis for 
those who wallt to run PI mode 
on 	computer. 

No 	 provision. 

No 	 provision. 

No 	 provision 

No 	 provision. 

15 	months 

Basically, same as Pres. bud., but 
auth. $40.6M for conservation 
instead of $12.6M, and $lOM for 
rate demonstrations. 

Amendment adopted by Senate. 

No 	 provision 

o 	 storage to Interi'or 
o 	 policy analysis to ERC* 
o 	 data collection to Commerce 
o 	 voluntary and mandatory conse 


tion to Commerce 

o 	 coal conversion to EPA * 
o 	 price controls to FPC* 
o 	 allocation to Interior* 
o 	 international programs to State 

Transferred to Commerce 

Due to Congress by ~2/3l/76. 

To 	 Sept. 30, 1977. 

" 

Either is acceptable. 

Conference Committee (Ce) has 
completed action - took-which
ever was higher for each function 
in each bill: no cause for veto. 

No cause for veto: likely to be 

retained in conference. 


Creates resource and management· 

problems~ no cause for veto. 


Prefer House bill - Senate distri 
bution unacceptable, particularly 
those noted with asterisks: House 
sympathetic to FEA concerns. 

. ~. 

Richardson has sent letter express
ing opposition to Senate bill. 

No 	 problem 

No 	 problem. 

. 
\. 


'. 
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House Bill 
t· 

9. Annual report on I' No provision. 
federal conserva
tion programs 

10. Joint annual report 1No provision. 
by FEA-ERPA 

. L:~. lS-day EPA review I NO provision. 
df FEA regulations..... 

~, 

affecting the 
quality of ..the 
environment 

12. 60-day Cong •. review 
of FEA rules and 
regulations. 

13. Separate plans to 
exempt price and 
allocation decon
trol of petroleum 
products 

14. Restrictions on 
retroactive use of 
new interpretations 
of regulations to 
bring civil actions 
or remedial orders 
against marketers 
of petroleum 
products 

Adopted on floor by 226 to 
147. congress can veto any 
any FEA regulation by con
current resolution within 
60 days. 

Adopted on floor by 200-175. 

Adopted on floor in objection
able form. 

~,;.~.~:~-", z>'" 
:'1/ '*~'?~?::';~:~:~:~ 

:o·~~·~~~"1r~-"..~·",:. ;''1-~'] 
~ f'; , ".,' 

.. f,)"',

'._\ 

. ...,... •.... ..,cu....~·;· ..."W" ,filII! fHt{w1g'" , 

~pproved by Senate. 1st report duel ERDA and OMB opposer FEA favors.;. " 

7/1/77. 

Single report required to maximum 
extent feasible. 

Percy amendment to delete was 
approved. Review period remains 
at 5 days • 

No provision. 

No provision. 

Percy amendment adopted. 

.; 

FEA not opposedr ERDA opposes. 

No problem. 

Cause for veto, but should be 
dropped in conference since House 
and Senate conferees oppose. 

Problematical, but not cause for 
vetor likely to be retained by CC. 

Provision can be i~proved in CC 
to be acceptable to FEA. 

. " .,. ...... ~..~. ." ....,. 
·~~f~·~~~:~r:~·F.;f·;~::·' 

.'~:;., '. ~ , 
:.'i· .' 

·"~:r:.' 



L-:". Bill 	 -r. Senate Bill .1 
: 

Likely to be retained by CC; " 
OMB has minor problems, but 
should be acceptable. 

Unacceptable; opposed by FEA 
OMB) Dom. council, Commerce, 
Justice. 

Unacceptable; opposed by FEA, 

OMB, Dom. council, commerce,· 

Justice. 


Unacceptable; likely,to be 

dropped by CC. 


Unacceptable; likely to be 
eliminated or rendered harm
less by CC, even though
supported by.Javits, Buckley, 
and 	Congo Brown. 

Likely to be accepted by CCl 
unacceptable, but not cause 
for veto. ' 

No provision.15. 	voluntary rate 
structure guide
lines for State 
regulil tory 
commissions 

16. 	Grants to States \ No provisioll . 
for consumer office 
represenatation at 
State rate hearings 

17. 	TVA. consumer I No provision. 
services office 
(Brock amendment) 

18. 	Uniform system of I No provisioll. 
standards, proce ' 
dures, and methods 
for the accounting 
for and measurement 
of.all phases o~ 
production and mar

• 	keting of crude 

oil.. •• (Dole) 


19. 	~ntitlement subsidy I No provision. 
for new refineries 
(Wallace & Wallace) 

No provision20. 	Extension of coal 

loan program to 

expanded and 

abandoned mines. 


FEA required to prepare such wi 
180 days and update annually. 

$2M 	 in 1977., 

Independently operated' consumer 
services office established by TVA 
would qualify for assistance under 
*15 	above. . 

Adopted on Senate floor. 

Adopted on Senate floor. 

Adopted on Senate floor. 

. \" 

//:~;~;·<~O,,>-
... "? \ 

~I ., 
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~ .• 0;11 • .' '. Senate Bill 

Adopted on Senate floor.21. 	~x~mption from I N~ provision. 
(Stripper by a vote of 61-29).fJl·~cC controls 


(including com
posi te) of stripper 

production and 

some enh(jnced 

recovery production 


NO provision. 	 Adopted on Senate floor by vote~22. Separate Data 
of 46-45.Office in FEA and 


~ new data require
ments. 


No provision.; 	 Adopted on Senate floor.23. 	Kennedy Conserva

tion Amendments 


(1) 	 Thermal effi 

cency standards 

for new build

ings. 


(2) 	 Weatherization 

assistance for 

low income pop

ulation. 


; J. 

(3) 	 State Conser

vation grant 

program. 


',. 

comment, 

" 
Although opposed by some 
conferees, provision could 
be 'retained by CC as part of 
a compromise. 

Separate data office is accept
able, but amendment includes 
other objectionable provisions; 
problem areas are likely to be 
fixed by, CC, however. 

Virtually identical to legis-, 
lation submitted by President 
in January 1975.' 

Similar to President's proposal, 
but 	authorization is higher 
($200 vs.,165) and has role 
for 	CSA opposed 'by FEA and 
Administration; bill passed 
earlier by House (but locked 
in another conference committee) 
is preferable; problems can 
probably be eliminated in 
conference. 

Duplicates existing State grants 
program, with additional manda
tory actions; can probably be 
made to conform to existing 
law in conference., 

IF!' &, .411$.• J!"'ft";::+,.1P\. ,;::W!W.E.'I •.-1., ~ 19,i1.J¥¥ii! 4. ,y*,.¥liiti¥i46i+4i,I.""'U;;Al4.lbhi4!'14H?mF"fl»¥9ifAPJt.4BlfJIQW*'";'*M¥tf~W,,*M'iJW~",¥.~~ 

/~~F'-;:"~~~:;!~':'~'\.\ 
~I\ 

, 
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Houso "ill Senate Dill Comment 

Program is a complicated, and less 
efficient attempt to replicate 
President's tax credit proposal; 
would "duplicate", tax credit if 
credit is passed; although objec
tionable and likely to be ineffec
tive, program is not cause for 
veto in-and-of itself, Opposed 
by all relevant agencies. 

See comment on (4) above; in 
addition, energy savings from 
program would be negligible. 

Unacceptable - program is un
manageable, ineffectual and costly. 
Although CC would be amenable to 
changes to improve program, staff 
currently sees no way to solve 
problems. Tax credit or accelerated 
depreciation preferred by'FEA 
and Treasury if alternative 
proposal should be advanced • 

. ~ ~ 

;\. 

'. 

!. 

" 
(4) 	 Loans and loan 

subsidies for 
homeowners 

(5) 	 Loans and loan 
subsidies for 
small businesse 

(6) 	 $4 billion in 
loan guarantees 
for industrial 
conservation 

(':" I 

.,. 	!.~~~ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 21, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: FRANK G. ZARB 

FROM: JAMES E. CONNOR re.~ 
SUBJECT: LNG Import Policy 

The President has reviewed your memorandum of July 14 on the above 
subject and has approved your recommendations as follows: 

Is sue 1. How should LNG imports be limited? 

Option 2 approved 

Issue 2. Should the ERC take a position on how LNG imports are 
priced? 

Option 2 approved 

Issue 3. Should the ERC issue any criteria or rules to govern 
or influence government financial assistance to LNG import ventures? 

Option 1 approved 

Issue 4. Should the ERC recommend that FPC require contingency 
plans before approving LNG projects. 

Option 1 approved 

Please follow up with the appropriate action. 

Also, as we dis cus sed, you will be required to develop a pres s plan. 
Please get back to me on this. 

cc: Dick Cheney 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADY.I;";ISTl{ATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20461 

JUL 14 1976 OFFICE OF THE ADM1;--;S:-;~ATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR TEE PRESIDE~7 
l',/<",\,,7)

"RANT? . ZAnB '.'.:;/r"':?ROM: r , l..' u. l\. ~ 

3"JBJECT: LNG IMPORT POLICY 

~ast February, when your new L~G import policy was announced, 
YO'-';' asked the ERC to develop y;',ethcds of implementatior-. a::d 
~o reassess the policy in light of progress on deregula~ic:: 
vi ~atural gas prices. The enclosed memorandum is the pro
duct of an intensive analysis of this issue by the ERC and 
p~esents four issues for your resolution. 

Enclosure 

~.. 
, ,. 

~ 
£.0. 129SI, s.. 3.5 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 

MEMO:AANDUM FOR 'l'RB PRESIDENT . 

FROM: 	 FRANK G. ZARB 

SUBJECT: LNG IMPORT POLICY 

Last February, when your new' LNG import policy was announced, 
you asked the ERC to develop methods of implementation and '.;, 
to reassess the policy in light of progress on deregulation.}
of natural gas prices. The encl,osed memorandum is the pro-,_,. ," 
duct of an intensive analysis of this issue by the ERC and ' 
presents four issues for your resolution. 

Enclosure 

P&PE:BPASTERNACK:cam:7/12/76:x6187:rm;4109 

cc: 	 AE (2) 

Zausner 


. Paiternack (2) 
c-~·.. - Zarb 

.. 
- - ...... , J ~ • 

~ 
6.0. 12"1, sec. l.5 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

LNG IMPORT ISSUE PAPER 


BACKGROUND 

In your February Energy Message, you announced a strong concern 
about the Nation's growing dependence upon imported liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) and directed the Energy Resources Council 
to implement a national LNG policy. The policy announced in 
February would balance the need for supplies with avoiding 
excessive dependence, and would enable the U.S. to import 
at least one trillion cubic feet (Tcf.) 'of LNG by 1985. The 
ERC was also directed to review the acceptable level of depen
dence based upon progress towards domestic price deregulation. 

Since the Energy Message, the following has developed: 

The ERC held public hearings in Washington and Los 
Angeles. Industry participants supported flexibility 
in the level of gas imports; California air pollution 
control officials supported LNG imports to ease Southern 
California's air quality problems. 

The FPC has now approved 0.4 Tcf. of LNG imports, and 
about 3.3 Tcf. of additional projects are pending or in 
the planning stage. 

Progress on deregulation has been discouraging. 

The ERC LNG Import Task Force has completed an in-depth 
analysis of the dependence issue and economic criteria 
for assessing dependence. 

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCLUSIONS 

Risks 

There are several key risks associated with LNG imports: 

Risk of supply disruption 

~ 	 Of the five countries most likely to export LNG 
to the U.S. (Algeria, Nigeria, Indonesia, Iran, 
and U.S.S.R.), 4 are members of OPEC, only one 
(Algeria) has embargoed us before, and a few are 
unstable politically or technically. There is not 
a high likelihood of concerted supply disruption 
among all these five nations (given their dive:~ 
political interests), although a smaller group~!!J·~l.C~\ 
of these countries could embargo the U. S. M '7: 

\ '-.' 

•~ 
£.0. 129,., Sec. 3" 

_ ...... 111201. Statt Dept. GlWeUIII -CONFIDENTiAl 	
\, 

'J 	 eb.L .MIA. DIll (,:/ltcI.P,:t 
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It is easier to target an LNG embargo than an 

oil embargo because there are large capital 

investments, long-term contracts, sophisticated 

technology, and dedicated markets involved. 


The LNG Import Task Force has categorized the 

security of these five potential exporting 

countries as follows: 


relatively secure ~ Indonesia, Iran 

relatively insecure - Algeria (mainly for political 
reasons), Nigeria (for political and technical reasons), 
and the U.S.S.R. (mairily for technical reasons) 

Disruptions of supply for technical reasons are 

not likely; however, start-up problems could occur 

in countries without previous LNG projects. There 

could also be a technical problem in the U.S. which 

could force shut-down of all LNG facili~ies (in the 

unlikely event of a fire, for example). 


The impacts of a supply disruption depend upon many 
factors, including import dependence in each region. 
Dependency upon imported gas from approved and pending 
projects (assuming all corne to fruition) would range 
from 15-30 percent in each region receiving LNG imports. 
The greatest individual pipeline dependency is 50 percent 
with Southern Natural Gas Co. 

o 	 If natural gas prices remain regulated at current 
levels, almost all LNG imports would be needed to 
serve high priority (residential and small commercial) 
customers and none for new growth. 

o 	 If deregulation occurs soon, no LNG imports would be 
used for high priority needs and over half for new 
growth. 

Risk of arbitrary price hikes 

o 	 Since LNG contracts are long-term, with dedicated 
facilities, there is a risk of price hikes (which 
grows over time as facilities are put in place). 
LNG prices are now linked to oil prices, but could 
be tied to higher cost synthetic fuels in the f~~...;, 

{-,.:, 
; 

\ . 
'----.-~./

CONFIDENTIAI:
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o Price actions are likely to occur by several countries 
if one action proves successful. 

Risk of insufficient natural gas supply 

There are likely to be s~gnificant shortfalls in 
natural gas supply and LNG may be needed to meet 
high priority (residential) needs. The use of LNG 
for high priority customers may be viewed as dangerous 
from the standpoint of the effects of a supply inter
ruption; alternatively, the lack of gas to supply 
residential needs may have equally adverse effects_ 

Contingency Planning 

The LNG Import Task Force found that the united States has 
no arrangements for dealing with an LNG import embargo or a 
demand for h~gher prices supported by the threat of cessation 
of deliveries. A suggestion for mitigating the adverse regional 
or local impacts of a cutoff would be to recommend that the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC) require contingency plans for 
dealing with an embargo from potential importing companies. 

Siting and Safety Concerns 

Although the FPC has jurisdiction over site selection of 
LNG import facilities, there are fragmented and conflicting 
responsibilities for LNG control and safety among Federal 
agencies and, to a certain extent, state qovernments. State 
officials have recently criticized the case-by-case reactive 
approach followed by the FPC. Further; the FPC has asked 
the ERC to address the administrative and legal problems 
associated with this issue. The -ERC has- agreed to take on 
this responsibility and will report back to you in 3-4 
months on further actions that may be needed. 

Further conclusions and a more detailed description of the 
issues are contained in the issue paper attached at Tab 1. 
A summary of the issues and agency positions are presented 
below. 

ISSUE 1. How should LNG imports be limited? 

Option 1. Set a rigid LNG import limit for the nation 
(1 Tcf. per year) and utilize authorities under 
Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act to imple
ment this policy. 

This option is the toughest approach to LNG· i~or€9 . 
wi thin the framework of previously announced/cpolicY;· 

CONFIDENTIAL 
.? 
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would limit LNG imports to about 5 percent 
~f total consumption; and would be mandatory. 
However, there is no assuranoe that suppliers 
other than Algeria will emerge quickly. 

Option 2. 	 Indicate that no more than 0.8-1.0 Tcf. per year 
of LNG imports from any country would be acceptable, 
but that a national dependency target level of 
about 2 Tcf./yr. is considered acceptable. This 
option would be implemented through a combination 
of Executive Branch policy guidance to the FPC, 
coordinated intervention at FPC hearings, and the 
threat of using Trade Expansion Act authorities. 

This option views the individual country dependency 
as a critical factor and attempts to promote 
diversification of sources. It also recognizes 
that LNG imports may be 'needed for residential use. 

There is reason to believe that Option 2 can work 
without use of the Trade Expansion Act, given the 
reaction by industry and potential exporting countries 
to the February LNG policy statement, and the interest 
by the FPC in Executive Branch guidance. 

Agency Positions on Issue 1 

Option 1 -	 OMB* 

Option 2 - FEA, Commerce, Interiqr, State**, Treasury,_CEA, 
EPA, CIEP, ERDA 

* 	 OMB would accept higher levels of imports only 
after adequate contingency plans are demonstrated 
to exist. 

** 	 State's vote is contingent upon incremental pricing 
being adopted as much as possible. 

Presidential Decision on Issue 1 

Option 1 

Option 2 

-CONFIDENTIAL 
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ISSUE 2. 	 Should the ERC take a position on how LNG 

imports are priced? 


.This issue deals with whether the ERC should make a statement 
or recommendation on incremental Vs. rolled-in pricing of 
LNG imports. The issue is extremely complex, because of 
possible FPC legal limitations, autonomy of local regulatory 
authorities, and administerability. The FPC has authority 
for regulating prices to pipelines. 

There is little disagreement in the ERC"that LNG imports needed 
for existing high priority residential customers cannot 
realistically be priced on an incremental basis. Incremental 
pricing to such customers may be.unadministerable and inequities 
could result if some consumers were suddenly forced to pay for 
expensive LNG, while others pay for cheaper domestic natural 
gas. On the other hand, low priority customers (most industrial 
and utility) and new growth consumers probably should not receive 
LNG at rolled-in prices. 

Option 1. 	 The ERC should offer no guidance on "LNG import 
pricing since it is in FPC's jurisdiction. 

Option 2. 	 The ERC should issue a policy statement on LNG 
import pricing to provide guidance within the 
Executive Branch, and for the FPC and local 
authorities. This statement would affirm the 
the need to assure rolled-in pricing to existing 
high priority consumers and incremental pricing 
to new customers. Implementation would be left 

- - --	 to the FPC and local authorities and the ERC... 

would continue to review the pricing issue in the 

context of all natural gas supplemental fuels. 


3. The ERC should recommend rolled-in pricing.°Etion 

°Etion 4. 	 The ERC should recommend incremental pricing. 

Agency positions on Issue 2 

Option 1 -	 Treasury 

Option 2 - FEA, Commerce, Interior, State, OMB, CEA, EPA, CIEP, 
ERDA 

Option 3 

/~~<\" (;~ c,·
Option 4 

f -, 
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Presidential Decision on Issue 2 

-Option 1 

Option 2_ -

Option 3 -

Option 4 -

ISSUE 3. Sh
or 

ould the ERC issue any 
influence government 

criteria 
financial 

or rules to 
assistance 

g
to 

overn 
LNG 

import ventures? 

The Maritime Administration currently provides ship construction 
subsidies and mortgage guarantees for any ship to be built in the 
U.S. whose purpose is to engage in foreign trade. The Export
Import Bank provides loans and guarantees for overseas LNG 
facilities. 

Option 1. 	 Establish no additional criteria for limiting 
either Maritime Administration or Export-Import 
Bank financial assistance. 

This option recognizes that these Agencies were 
established to further other U.S. goals (such 
as supporting shipbuilding activity and export 
of U.S. capital goods and services). Further, 
neither agency is likely to support an LNG 
project until approval is received. 

Option 2. 	 Establish criteria for controlling Maritime 
Administration and Export-Import Bank assistance 
to LNG import ventures. 

Agency Positions on Issue 3 

Option 1 -	 All ERC Agencies support Option 1. 

Option 2 

-
. Presidential Decision on Issue 3 

Option 1 

Option 2 

CO NFl OENTIAL -
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ISSUE 4. 	 Should the ERC recommend that FPC require contingency 
plans before_approving LNG :erojects? 

·There may be a need for requiring contingency plans for prospec
tive LNG import projects. Such contingency plans could consist 
of increased natural gas storage, use of interconnections between 
pipelines, curtailments or cutoff of predetermined lower priority 
users, availability of standby sources, conservation, etc. The 
cost of increased storage could be more than one billion dollars. 

Option 1. Recommend that the FPC adopt contingency plan 
requirements. 

Option 2. Do not recommend any contingency plans. 

Agency Positions on Issue 4 

Option 1 - FEA, Commerce, State, CEA, OMB, Treasury, CIEP, ERDA 

Option 2 - Interior 

Presidential Decision on Issue 4 

Option 1 

Option 2 

--... -
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TAB 1 


LNG IMPORT ISSUE PAPER 

BACKGROUND 

In his_February 26, 1976 Energy Message, the President 
announced a new national policy towards liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) imports. He stated: 

We expect imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to 
grow in the next several years to supplement our 
declining domestic supply of natural gas. We must 
balance these supply needs against the risk of 
becoming overly dependent on any particular source 
of supply. 

Recognizing these concerns, I have directed the 
Energy Resources Council to establish procedures 
for reviewing proposed contracts within the 
Executive Branch, balancing the need for supplies 
with the need to avoid excessive dependence, and 
encouraging new imports where this is appropriate. 
By 1985, we should be able to import 1 trillion 
cubic feet of LNG to meet our needs without becoming 
overly dependent on foreign sources. 

The President's statement followed an Energy Resources Council 
(ERC) issue paper in which various agency positions were 
presented. His decision called for a reassessment of the 
one trillion cubic feet (Tcf.) per year target level if 
deregulation of new gas prices were not achieved and pre
sented the 1 Tcf. level as an indicatiye target that could 
be exceeded if individual pending or proposed projects 
were found acceptable based on a case-by-case analysis. 

The necessity for an LNG import policy is apparent. The 
absence of such a policy increases uncertainty among suppliers 
and consumers in the private sector and maintains divergent 
and often conflicting positions in the Federal Government. 
In the absence of an LNG policy, one OAPEC nation (Algeria) 
has emerged as a prospectively dominant supplier to the U. S. 
The. continued absence of a policy also opens the possibility 
that we will repeat our oil import trends and then be forced 
to change consumption patterns, causing future economic 
disruption. 

..~ tr 

I*USS1PIID /~":~... 
1'£.0. 11951. See. 3.5 ';....' 

MlIe .... IlnW. Stitt Deft. 816...... 
:c: 
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Table 1 


SUMMARY OF LNG VENTURES 


Volume per year/ 
country Project Schedule date Entry Points 

ALGERIA Oistrigas I* 	 15 Bcf/1971 Everett, Mass. 

El Paso I* 322 Bcf/1979 	 Cove Pt., Md. 
Savannah, Ga. 

Eascogas** 238 Bcf/1980 	 Providence, R.I. 
Staten I~land, N.Y. 

El Paso II** 365 Bcf/1980 	 Cove Pt., Md.· 
Savannah, Ga. 
Racoon Is., N.J. 

Distrigas IV** 43 Bcf/1976 	 Everett, Mass. 
(includes 
Distrigas I 
above) 

Trunkline** 153 Bcf/1980 . 	 Lake Charles, La. 

Subtotal 1121 Bcf 

INDONESIA Pacific Light** 	 197 Bcf/1981 Oxnard, Calif. 

Subtotal 197 Bcf 

NIGERIA Nigeria I** * 	 237 Bcf/1982 U. S. East Coast 

Nigeria II** * 365 Bcf/?_ 	 U. S. East Coast--........ 
and Southern Europe 
(division unknown) 
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Since the Energy Message, the ERC Task Force on LNG imports 
has examined projected dependency for potential importing 
~~Gl~n~ Qf eh~ U.B., ev~lu~t@~ th~ ~upply po~~ibilitieB 
and security of potential exporting countries, reviewed 
issues_of regional concern within the U.S., and assessed 
possible implementing mechanisms at the Federal level. 
These results are summarized below. 

Most of the major natural gas pipeline and distribution 
companies argue that 1 Tcf. is too small a volume of LNG 
imports to meet projected domestic needs and that there is 
little chance of a foreign LNG supply interruption, due to 
the dedicated nature of LNG projects. State and local 
government reaction to the target has been mixed, but all 
have welcomed the Executive Branch review of LNG import 
policy. 

The ERC Task Force has conducted public hearings in Washington, 
D.C. and Los Angeles to record the views of interested parties. 
The major results from the hearings were considerable concern 
over safety and siting by state government representatives, 
strong support for flexibility in gas imports by industry 
participants, and - somewhat unexpectedly - strong support 
for LNG imports from state and local air pollution control 
officials in California. 

Also in the period since the Energy Message, the outlook for 
favorable natural gas pricing legislation has become even 
more uncertain. The Senate's Pearson-Bentsen bill was 
defeated in the House and current attempts to compromise 
may not be successful. 

SUMMARY OF TASK FORCE CONCLUSIONS 

THE PERCEIVED RISKS 

Designing a national policy for LNG imports entails balancing 
supply needs against the risk of becoming overly dependent 
on insecure supply sources. The LNG Import Task Force has 
identified the following important risks that must be weighed 
in implementing a policy: 

Risk of politically motivated supply disruption 

There are only five expected LNG exporting countries through 
the mid-1980's (See Table 1 for potential LNG exporters); four 
of these are members of OPEC; one, Algeria, is a member of OAPEC, 
and participated in the oil embargo. 

if "\ 
, ~:J ;'. !! 
'\ .. 
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Algeria is likely to supply 85-100 percent of u.s. LNG 
imports at least through 1980; however, Algeria's market 
share could decline to about 30 percent by 1985 if all 
potential LNG import projects come to fruition (admittedly 
an unlikely occurrence). As indicated in Table 1, the 
major potential LNG exporting countries are Algeria, 
Indonesia, Nigeria, the Soviet Union, and Iran. However, 
the only projects approved unconditionally thus far- by the ~ 
Federal Power Commission (FPC) are from Algeria; the other 
prospective suppliers are considerably behind Algeria. The 
Soviet Union, in particular, faces considerable technical, 
financial and political problems in getting its LNG projects 
started. 

Thus, diversification of U.S. import sources is limited by 
the restricted number of potential suppliers. While other 
suppliers are, possible, additional projects are unlikely to 
come to frui tion- in the· near future. All of the pending and--:
planned projects appear to have adequate gas reserves to 
support their export activities, with perhaps only Algeria 
reaching the limits of its gas reserves under a situation of 
maximum potential export activity to the U.S. and elsewhere 
by the mid-1980's. 

The LNG Task Force has categorized these five potential export
ing countries as either relatively more secure of less secure, 
as indicated below: 

Relatively secure: Indonesia, Iran 

Relatively insecure: Algeria, Nigeria, and the USSR 

However, it is difficult to make a judgment 'at this time on the 
relative security of Algeria, USSR, and Nigeria. Algeria is 
the only country under consideration with actual experience 
with LNG exports, but it is politically less secure because 
of the greater likelihood of its participating in a future 
energy embargo against the U.S. The other two relatively 
insecure nations raise technlcal and political security 
problems. Despite the Soviets' excellent commercial record 
and their good record on gas deliveries in Western Europe, 
the 1600 mile pipeline would be built across permafrost, 
and is expected to be extremely difficult and costly to build 
and maintain. Although Nigeria is relatively close to market 
and its gas offers very easy access, internal political 
uncertainti~., compounded by a lack Of teehnieal sophistieation, 
pose security of supply problems. - " 

There are several possible embargo scenarios: 
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- combined collective gas and oil embargo; 

- collective gas embargo only; 

- gas embargo by a single exporting country, possibly 
targeted at the United States. 

It is easier to target an LNG embargo than an oil embargo; 

LNG exporting and importing infrastructure is tailored to 

specific projects because there are large capital investments, 

long-term contracts, sophisticated technology, and dedicated 

markets involved. 


While the large capital costs of LNG projects ordinarily 

would exert pressure on producers to meet contracted deliveries 

to satisfy heavy debt service obligations, such economic 

considerations a~e not likely to prevent a short-term 

politically motivated LNG cutoff. Furthermore, even though 

Algeria has a strong need for foreign exchange revenues, 

oil is expected to yield three or four times the export 

revenues that will be earned by the LNG trade. 


Alternatively, the exporting nations need revenues and 

since there is not expected to be a spot LNG market in 

the foreseeable future, an LNG embargo would be difficult 

to sustain over a long period. Nevertheless, LNG revenues 

foregone during a 3-6 month embargo can be recovered easily 

over the 1ife of a long-term contract. 


The impacts of a supply interruption on the U. S. depend 

upon many factors, including volume of LNG imported, regional 

dependency, sectoral distribution of use, and length of 

interruption. 


All of the pipeline companies with approved or pending LNG 

ventures are currently experiencing substantial curtailments, 

and are likely to experience further declines in domestic 


. supplies. As a result, some of the companies involved in 
LNG import ventures could become considerably dependent on 
LNG (as high as 50 percent of total sales volume for Southern 
Natural Gas Company by 1985). 

With the exception of the Indonesian project whigh would have 
its terminal facilities in southern California, all of the. 
pending LNG import ventures are expected to arrive at and 
larqely supply the East and Gulf' Coasts. Dependenoy on im
ported gas from the approved and pending projects is expected 
to range between 15 and 30 percent in each region. )pne dependency 
would be higher if, in addition, all currently plan"tied pro- .. 
j ects were approved. . -,:-: 

-1~ONFI8ENTIAb \" / 
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Recognizing the uncertainties of projecting consumption 
of LNG by various priority users on a particular pipeline 
@~ Gi§~~i~"~i~ft aya~em (Uftger~sift~i~§ ~v~~ ft~~u~al qaa 
pricing, reserve estimates, OCS leasing, pricing of LNG 
to user-s, distribution of Alas'kan gas, etc.), the LNG Import 
Task Force nevertheless has examined several pipeline systems 
to determine how LNG would be used. Under a set of simplifying 
assumptions, the following results emerge: 

If new natural gas wellhead prices were deregulated 
quickly, no LNG imports would be required for priority 
one use (residential; small commercial), and over half 
would be used for new,growth. 

On ,the other hand, with continued regulation, virtually 
all LNG imports would be needed to serve high priority 
customers (residential; commercial; and industrial 
users without conversion capacity), and none would 
be used to service new growth or for ~oiler fuel. 

Under continued regulations, but with extensive use 
of direct sales from the intrastate market to inter
state pipelines and distributors, over half of the 
LNG would be for large commercial and firm industrial 
users; about one-third for boiler fuel; and about one
eighth for new growth. 

Risk of supply disruption caused by technical problems 

LNG is a difficult substance to'process, handle, store, and 
transport; the technology has experienced 'some difficulties 
in the past. The Algerian technical problems seem to be re
solved and the Task Force believes that technical disruptions 
are likely to be infrequent, and of short duration. It is 
possible, however, that start-up problems could be experienced in 
countries without previous LNG projects. 

An unlikely, but conceivable, supply interruption could occur 
in the event of a major LNG safety failure or accident in 
the-U. S., which could force the shutdown of other LNG facilities 
for a period of time pending investigation of the cause of 
accident. The economic effects in this event, of course, 
could be similar to or worse than an LNG embargo. 

Risk of.arbitrary price hikes 

LNG imports are typically purchased under long term (20 year) 
contracts, with price tied to the cost of substituteltuel, 
currency fluctuations, etc. However, previous contiJicts 
have been renegotiated as energy prices have increa~d; while 

·-BONF18ENTlAl "-, . 
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LNG prices are now linked to oil prices, they could be linked 

later to synthetic fuels prices, which are expected to be 

considerably higher. 


The risk of arbitrary price hikes grows over time as receiving 

facili~ies and distribution systems are financed and built. 

Moreover, the more important LNG revenues are to the producing 

country's development efforts, the more likely that country 

is to seek aggressively upward price revisions, after the 

U. S. market is dependent upon its LNG supplies. If technical 

problems impair the project's ability to make full deliveries, 

exporters may seek to makeup the revenue difference with 

price hikes. The greater our dependence, the easier this 

is to accomplish~ and the greater their dependence on the 

established market, the harder it is to accomplish. Further, 

it is conceivable that a price action could lead to a supply 


embargo if resistance is forthcoming. 

Projects located in countries which have demonstrated integrity 
in other commercial transactions can be considered relatively 

more secure than other projects (although there is no way on" 
i~~ulating against ar~i trary price incre~"~~s).· 

Risk of increased dependency on imported energy 

In the absence of any disincentive to LNG (or oil) usage, 
consumption patterns will continue to emphasize those fuels 
that are in declining domestic supply, because of regulated 
prices, utility rate adjustment procedures, and environ
mentally desirable burning characteristics. These factors 
may reduce incentives to develop renewable sources. There 
are obvious national security implicatinns of beinq i~creasinqly 
dependent on imported energy, particularly fuels that are 
becoming scarce in world trade over the longer-term. 

Risk of insufficient natural gas supply 

Given our current undiscovered resource estimates, and unlesR 

deregulation of new natural gas prices occurs quickly, there 

will be significant shortfalls of natural gas in the next ten 

years. This trend is evident in the figures cited earlier 

showjng that LNG roay be needed to meet residentjal demand. 


As domestic natural gas supplies decline in the near future, 

economic dislocations are likely. Natural gas is a vital 

fuel, used by over 40 million residences and almost 200,000 

industrial customers. Continuing and growing curtailments 

in the interstate market will lead to further movement of 

industry to the intrastate market (mainly in the South_~entral 


part of the country) and could lead to residential ~~uff~ 


and safety problems. Furthermore, significantly r~tlced 


volumes of natural gas in pipelines will lead to g~ater 
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unit costs as pipeline capacity would be underutilized. 

The use of LNG to supply high priority users (such as 
residential customers) presents a dilemma. On one hand, 
the impacts of interrupting residential supply are potentially 
severe~ alternatively, the lack of gas to supply residential 
needs may have equally adverse effects. Thus, the relative 
risks of LNG supply for residential use must be weighed by 
policy makers in determining the appropriate policy actions. 

LNG imports could alleviate, but not eliminate, these expected 
shortages. While a structural shift- away from gas appears 
inevitable in some sectors, the rate and circumstances of 
such a shift are matters of intense policy concern. 

CONTINGENCY PLANNING 

The united 'states currently has no arrangements for dealing 
with an LNG import embargo or a demand for higher prices 
supported by a threat of a cessation of deliveries. In the 
latter situation, purchasers of LNG imports would likely 
concede the higher price rather than lose vital supply. While 
this high level of vulnerability argues for low import levels, 
there are ways to reduce vulnerability. 

A suggestion for mitigating the adverse regional or local 
effects of a cutoff would be to require all long term LNG 
import ventures, except those already approved by FPC, to 
develop and have approved an LNG supply contingency plan 
at the time final approval is obtained from FPC (or when 
submitting for ERC review, depending upon the implementing 
mechanism chosen). The contingency plqn would ensure con
tinuity of gas supply to users (probably just for high 
priority users) of LNG for a specified period. The contingency 
plan would consist of anyone or a combination of underground 
and LNG storage, predetermined exchange agreements through 
interconnections, curtailments or cutoff of predetermined lower 
priority users on the system, availability of standby supple
mental sources of natural gas including SNG, conservation, 
and any other appropriate mechanism or procedures. 

The.requirement could be implemented by having the FPC issue 
regulations for contingency plans on all pending and planned 
LNG ventures. Further, after FPC review and approval of pro
posed plans it could allow costs of implementing the plan to 
be passed through to buyers of LNG, or, alternatively, rolled
in to all customers on the system. If, for example, each of 
,the major pipeline systems with pending projects were, required 
to store enough natural gas in underground reservoirs to 
replace six month's supply of the LNG imports going to high 
priority users, the investments, including gas costs, coul~ 
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range between $500-2,000 million, and costs would be up to 
13 cents/Mcf. if rolled in to all gas consumers on the 
pipeline, or up to 34 cents/Mcf. if applied just to LNG 
consumers. 

SITING CONCERNS 

The Federal Power Commission (FPC) has jurisdiction over 
site selection of LNG import facilities. It evaluates pro
posed facilities to ascertain whether they meet the general 
standard of being in the public interest, and prepares environ
mental impact statements (EIS) for each proposed facility. 

Recently, State officials have criticized the case-by-case 

reactive approach followed by FPC and have called for con

sistent, generalized siting criteria to be developed. On 

May 5, 1976, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Delaware 

petitioned,the FPC to hold in abeyance proposed applications 

for New Jersey and New York sites until the FPC establishes 

uniform safety standards for LNG sites. California officials 

are also pressing for uniform siting and safety criteria. 


Other groups have complained about regulatory lag, lack of 

public hearings in the early phases of site selection, and 

FPC staff work. In response to the above petitions, an 

FPC notice on the desirability of developing new regula

tions in this area was issued recently and interested parties 

were requested to comment. 


In the process of considering whether it should become involved 
in the siting issue, the ERC received a letter from FPC Chairman 
Richard Dunham. Mr. Dunham urged the ERC to address the 
administrative and legal problems associated with the frag
mented and conflicting responsibilities for LNG control and 
safety among Federal agencies and to a certain extent state 
governments. Recognizing that such an effort could lead to 
expedited approval of favorable LNG projects, the ERC Task 
Force has agreed to take on this responsibility. It will 
report back to the President in 3-4 months on further actions 
that may be needed. 

ISSUES. 
There are several key issues that have been identified by 

the LNG Import Task Force; these should be addressed promptly 

by the ERC. The major issue centers around a reassessment 

of the proposed LNG import target level in light of recent 

,events, and around a method to implement the Preside~t's policy. 
This and other issues are discussed below. 

ISSUE 1: How should LNG imports be limited? 

-CONFIDENTIAL 
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Background 

The President's Energy Message indicated that a target level 
of 1 Tcf. per year was not likely to result in too great a 
depend~nce upon foreign sources. He also indicated that the 
target level would be reassessed, based on whether natural 
gas price deregulation was achieved. Deregulation now appears 
uncertain and policy decisions must be made to reduce uncertainty 
in the private sector. 

While there are a large number of combinations of Federal 
LNG policies and implementing mechanisms, the options listed 
under this issue represent the Task Force's effort to delineate 
realistically the range of alternatives, and to layout a 
process for further action. 

Initially, .it should be noted that there are two basic 
approaches which can be taken with respect to implementation 
of the Task Force's recommendations. The first approach 
'( "recommendatory action") involves presenting, the Executive 
Branch views to the Federal Power Commission for its consider
ation. There are a variety of ways in which this can be done 
(e.g., interventions, request for rulemaking, etc.) but what
ever approach is taken, it is always a recommendation, and 
not binding on the Federal Power Commission. 

The second basic approach ("mandatory action") involves 
utilizing the President's authority to "adjust imports" under 
section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act. As with the recommen
datory action, there are a variety of ways in which use of 
this authority could be structured. However structured, the 
use of this authority would result in the'Executive Branch 
having the ability to mandate the desired results. It should 
be noted that use of section 232 authority does not necessarily 
preclude continuation of some FPC discretion. The President 
could, for example, simply set an overall limit and allow 
the FPC to determine which of the pending applications should 
be approved within that limit. 

Under each of the options considered below, a requirement 
for-contingency plans could be recommended to the FPC. The 
contingency plans are probably more important if a less 
stringent LNG import limitation is recommended. In any case, 
contingency plans may be desirable and will be considered 
as a separate issue below. 

OPTIONS 

Option 1. Set a rigid LNG import limit for the nation 
(one Tcf. per year) and utilize authorities ,(, 
under Section ~32 of the Trade Expansion Act,! 

"to implement this policy. r' 
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Under this option, the Secretary of the Treasury, pursuant 
to section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act (TEA), would make 
a finding-that imports of LNG threatened the national aeGurity. 
The President would then lind that 1 Tcf./yr. is the maximum 
acceptable level of LNG imports, but the FPC would consider 
and approve individual projects within that limit. If this 
option is chosen, it is possible that all the LNG imports 
could come from Algeria. 

Use of the TEA is recommended under this option as the only 
effective way to ensure rigid adherence to a 1 Tcf. limit. 
Note that under this option the 1 Tcf. figure could be raised 
to 1.5 or even 2 Tcf. if the ERC desires (perhaps because 
effective contingency plans are in existence}, or could be 
periodically reassessed. 

This option would represent the toughest approach to LNG 
imports within the framework of the previously announced 
Presidential decisions. It would limit liquefied gas imports 
to about 5 percent of total consumption; while, at best, oil 
imports would be about 30 percent of consumpt"ion. Such a 
limitation on LNG would recognize that gas imports are much 
less flexible than oil because it requires large capital 
investments, specialized markets, and long-term commitments. 

Another approach considered under this option, but rejected 
by all members of the ERC would have the President establish 
a completely new mechanism for consideration of import appli
cations and the Executive Branch review individual applications. 
The ERC would designate a lead Executive Branch agency, which 
would require companies to file. data regarding their proposed 
projects and would bring its judgements to the ERC for approval. 
If the ERC fails to disapprove a project from a national security 
standpoint, the project would go to FPC for traditional review. 
ERC consideration would be limited to about 60 days. 

Under Option 1, it would appear that the pending project with 
Indonesia (Pacific Lighting), for delivery to the West Coast, 
should not be disapproved from a national security standpoint 
(0.2 Tcf starting in 1981). This project, plus the 0.4 Tcf. 
alr~ady approved, would yield a total of about 0.6 Tcf. of 
approved projects. 

The remaining 0.4 Tcf. could be one or a combination of other 
projects. The ERC would recommend no further major Algerian 
projects under this sub-option; the Distrigas IV project 
.from Algeria, however, could be approved because of ~ts 
very small size, and because it draws in part upon an uncon
ditionally approved venture (Distrigas I). 

! . 
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Pros: 	 Most direct way of limiting total 

vulnerability. 


Would limit Algerian market share, if no 
further major Algerian projects are approved. 

Provides a strong signal that high priced 
imported energy sources are to be limited 
as a matter of national energy policy. 

Cons: 	 Foregoes some natural gas that may be needed 
to alleviate expected shortages. 

Setting a national limit, especially if above 
1 Tcf. per year, could still result in signifi 
cant regional dependency. 

Results in 	disapproval of projects now 
pending before FPC. 

Could damage relations with Algeria 
significantly. 

Any limit on gas imports could lead to 
greater dependency upon oil imports. 

will almost certainly require an environmental 
impact statement (EIS). (This could be viewed 
as a "Pro" 	 if the intention is to delay LNG 
projects.) 

There is no assurance that other suppliers 
will emerge quickly to fill the 0.4 Tcf. that 
remains. 

will be viewed adversely by natural gas companies 
and large users. 

Option 2. 	 Indicate that no more than 0.8-1.0 Tcf./yr. of 

LNG imports from any qiven country would be 

acceptable, but that a national dependency 

target level of about 2 Tcf./yr. is considered 

acceptable. 


This option sets a rigid individual export country limitation, 
but leaves a rather loose national target. The national figure 
is intended to be a signal of a reasonable level of dependency, 
~ather than a rigid quota. 

The reason 	for setting country export limits is that there 
.are several supply interruption and arbitrary price in~ 
scenarios in which individual countries are likely to ,@ a - ~~\ 
bigger problem than the group of potential gas export~s. f~1 
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Of the five most likely exporters (Algeria, Iran, Indonesia, 
Nigeria, and U.S.S.R.), four are members of OPEC, a few have 
potentially unstable governments, and only one (Algeria) 
participated in the oil -embargo. Thus, concerted supply 
disruptions among these five nations is not as likely as 
individual actions or actions. by a smaller grouping of two 
or three within the five countries. 

The specific figure chosen as an upper limit among individual 
exporting countries is difficult to formulate. However, the 
ERC believes that no one country should supply more than 40-50 
percent of our potential LNG imports and that 1 Tcf. is"an 
outside limit. Setting a rigid country limit would have the 
effect of promoting diversification. 

There were two basic implementing mechanisms considered under 
this Option. One, which would utilize Trade Expansion Act 
authorities, was rejected by the ERC. 

Under the other approach, the ERC would announce the basic 
policy explained in Option 2, indicate that coordinated 
Executive Branch testimony with respect to national security 
would be given at each FPC hearing for an individual project 
(and would assign FEA the lead role for arriving at coordinated 
testimony), and would imply that if the Federal Power Commission 
disregards the policy guideline, then the TEA could be imposed. 
The ERC may also recommend that contingency plans be adopted 
(see Issue 4). 

Obviously, this approach is less sure than direct use of 
the TEA, but it may carry almost as much weight. The indi
cations given the Task Force are that following the President's 
statement in February's Energy Message-several companies and 
exporting countries became worried and began losing interest 
in projects. They reasoned that LNG projects face a difficult 
enough approval process, and that Executive Branch disapproval 
could be the "kiss of death." Thus, a strong ERC announcement 
of policy, followed by interventions and the veiled threat 
of the TEA, may be enough to discourage those projects that 
do not satisfy the policy. 

Under Option 2, the most difficult decision will be which 
Algerian projects to disapprove, since approved and pending 
Algerian projects could supply 1.1 Tcf. with almost 0.4 
Tcf. already approved from Algeria, there would 
0.4-0.6 Tcf. for additional Algerian projects. 
additional Algerian projects are: 

remain 
The ca

about 
ndidate 

Distrigas IV 43 Bcf 

Eascogas 238 Bcf 
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El Paso II 	 365 Bcf 

Trunkline 	 153 Bcf 

The ERC Task Force seen no national security problems with 
allowi~g the Distrigas IV project because it builds on 
an already approved project which has facilities in place 
and does not create too much dependence. The other three 
projects would have to be carefully evaluated. 

The basic advantages and disadvantages of this approach,are 
indicated below: 

Pros: 	 Promotes greater diversification of sources 
while limiting overall dependency (especially 
since the U.S.' is likely to be importing 
between 1.0-2.0 Tcf. by 1985 and at the 
outside, could import no more than 2.5 Tcf.). 

Potentially allows 2 Tcf. of gas supply that is 
probably necessary, given current supply outlook. 

Allows for flexibility until the deregulation 
and political questions are settled. 

Leaves open the possibility of increasing 
the level 	of imports above 2 Tcf., if further 
diversification can be achieved. 

A specific country export limit could be 
important if there should be a major long-
term shutdown of, LNG fa9ilities in a particular 
country (e.g., if the exporting facilities 
were destroyed by sabotage). 

By establishing uniform country export limits, 
the U.S. avoids overt appearance of targeting 
against a specific country (Algeria). 

Cons: 	 Maximum limit for each country is somewhat 
arbitrary and can be defended only as a judgment 
call by policy makers. 

More open-ended on national import levels 
than Option 1; may impede necessary shifts 
away from natural gas. 

Since Algeria is the only country wit~ pending 
or approved projects that exceed this limit, 
the country export criteria could be considered 
discriminatory. 

-CONFIDENTIAL 
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Depending upon implementing mechanism chosen 
and decisions on specific projects, this could 
still yi~ld high regional dependency. 

Does not explicitly account for variations 
in securityof'supply among exporting countries. 

Regardless of the option chosen the next step would be to 
have the ERC issue a policy statement discussing its recommen
dations and major conclusions. The statement would include 
commentary on the issues that folloW and would indicate,the 
ERC's role on safety and siting concerns. 

Agency Positions on Issue 1 

Option 1 - OMB* 

Option 2 - FEA, Commerce, Interior, State**, Treasury, CEA, EPA, 
ClEP, ERDA 

* OMB would accept higher levels of imports. only after 
adequate contingency plans are demonstrated to exist. 

** state's vote is contingent upon incremental pricing 
being adopted as much as possible. 

Presidential Decision on Issue 1 

Option 1 

Option 2 

ISSUE 2: 	 Should the ERC take a position on the provisions 
for pricing LNG imports in the U. s. market? 

Background 

The President has directed that both economic and national 
security criteria be met by proposed new LNG import projects. 
In keeping with the spirit of this directive, any ERC position 
on the pricing issue would address the broad general aspects 
of pricing policy, rather than deal with the details of the 
financial viability of the individual projects. 

New natural gas supplies have traditionally been priced on 
a "rolled-in", or averaged basis to the consumer. An alter
nate approach would be to price the supplies to the consumer 
on a marginal or "incremental" basis, in order to present 
the consumer with the full economic cost of each new supply 
source. The FPC ordered incremental pricing in the Columbia 
LNG case (No. CP71-68) but this decision was reversed in the 

\rnNFIRENTIAL 
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courts and remanded to the FPC because of insufficient 
justification, where a decision has not yet been reached. 
At this time the FPC does not appear to have a definitive 
position on the incremental vs. rolled-in pricing issue. 

Preliminary analysis shows that the method of pricing could 
affect the size of LNG import market, and would affect the 
sectoral composition of demand. At the extremes, two outcomes 
should be avoided: 

o LNG imports needed for existing high priority 
residential customers cannot realistically be 
priced on an incremental basis; it might not 
be administratively feasible to do this, and 
social inequities woulq inevitably appear to 
result from any attempt to draw such a distinc
tion (such as forcing some existing residential 
customer to pay for LNG at a few times the price 
of domestic gas used by other residential customers). 

o At the other extreme, insecure, expensive 
supplemental energy supplies, such as LNG, 
should probably not be made available to low 
priority domestic users, or in support of new 
growth, at rolled-in prices. Rolling in prices 
masks to the users the full economic and security 
costs of the resource, and provides disincentives 
to domestic supply development. 

There remain several complex issues dealing with intermediate 
categories of users, provisions for curtailment, and response 
of state and local jurisdictions. Incremental pricing of LNG 
imports will probably reduce demand for LNG; however, if kept 
free from curtailment, the ultimate users of this LNG are 
likely to be lower priority users. Unless incremental pricing 
can be mandated all the way to the burner tip, which means 
consistent, supportive policies at the state level, the 
usefulness of incremental pricing as a means of controlling 
LNG imports may be largely offset through rolled-in pricing 
treatment in non-Federal jursidictions. 

The ERC should offer no guidance on this aspectOption 1 
of the price issue, recognizing the primacy 
of FPC's jurisdiction in this area, and the need 
for state and local government resolution of 
distribution-level issues. The ERC, however, 
could commit itself to analyzing the pricing 
of all supplemental gas (LNG, synthetic gas 
from coal, and SNG). 

, ,c' 
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Avoids ERC intervention in a traditional 
area of FPC jurisdiction. 

ERC's influence over FPC on this issue is 
questionable. 

The Task Force's expertise in this question 

is much less than that of the FPC and is 

insufficient to project fully the effects of 

either pricing technique or the size and 

sectoral composition of LNG demand. 


Allows development of an analytical base in 
an extremely complex area. 

Avoids a pricing policy decision out of 
sequence with other LNG or natural gas policy 
decisions. 

Fails to address national security implications 
of overdependency which may arise due to pricing 
policy. 

Fails to address some undesirable outcomes 
(high dependency for low priority uses) that 
could be mitigated, if not totally avoided, 
through an Executive Branch statement of policy. 

May prolong natural gas usage in areas where 
alternative fuel sUbstitution is feasible and 
desirable, assuming that traditional rolled
in methods are used. 

Creates further role for ERC in an area of 
questionable authority. 

The ERC should issue a policy statement on incre
mental pricing of LNG imports to provide guidance 
within the Executive Branch and for the FPC and local 
authorities. This statement would affirm the need 
to assure reasonably-priced gas supply to existing 
residential and small commercial customers, through 
rolled-in pricing where necessary, and the parallel 
need to avoid artificially-stimulated demand by low 
priority users, which would result from an extenstion 
of rolled-in pricing provisions to such users. The 
ERC would stress the need for incremental pricing 
of new demand growth, but would leave implementation 
to the FPC and local authorities. The ERC would 
also continue to review the pricing issue in the 
context of all natural gas supplemental fuels. 

-bONFIDENTIAL 
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Pros: 	 Deals promptly and explicitly with the 
most easily-remedied aspects of the price 
problem. 

Begins to put in place a market-oriented 
protective mechanism, i.e., incremental 
pricing to low priority users, diminishing 
the need for quota mechanisms. 

Likely to be popular by providing for 
spreading the risk of" insufficient supply 
to high priority users. 

Reinforces 	current policies aimed at full 
energy resource costing. 

Cons: Commits the ERC to a statement on a highly 
complex and contentious technical problem. 

May prolong and compound the ihstitutional 
uncertainty which has plagued LNG import 
ventures to date. 

May be difficult to administer, unless industrial 
customers are free from curtailment; and in that 
case, it could be politically unpopular to have 
industrial gas use uninterrupted, while resi 
dential use is curtailed. 

Option 3. 	 The ERC should recommend to ~he FPC a rolled-in 
pricing policy for all LNG imports. 

Rolled-in pricing is traditional, blendsPros: 
easily with current curtailment plans, 
and assures maximum LNG supply. 

Spreads the cost of the availability and 
development of supplemental supplies among 
all consumers. 

Masks the 	true cost of supplemental supplies,Cons: 
and thus provides a distorted signal to final 
users. 

Could impede inevitable structural changes 
in u.S. economy away from natural gas usage. 

r" •CONFlDENTiAl 
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Could be considered inequitable in cases 
where the gas is used by industrial consumers 
and paid for by residential and commercial 
customers .

May impede action toward deregulation of gas 
prices. 

Will make it easier for exporting country 
to raise prices. 

Option 4. 	 The ERC should recommend to the FPC an incremental 

pricing policy for all LNG 'imports. 


Pros: 	 Dedicates LNG supply to users willing to 
pay full marginal cost for supplies, thus 
aiding economic efficiency. 

Tends to hold down the level of LNG imports, 
avoiding excessive dependency problems. 

Allows consumers to make decisions on future 
gas usage on the basis of full price information. 

May lessen the likelihood of price action by 
exporting countries. 

Cons: 	 Could deny supplemental gas supplies to high 
priority users. 

More difficult to administer than rolled-in 
pricing. 

If incrementally priced gas is subject to 
curtailment, there would be few customers 
(this could be viewed as a "Pro", if the 
desire is 	to limit LNG use). 

FPC authority to mandate incremental pricing to 
burner tip is unclear; may be subject to 
legal challenge. 

Agency Positions on Issue 2 

Option I Treasury 

2 FEA, Commerce, Interior, state, OMB, GEA, EPA,Option 
CIEP, ERDA 


Option 3 


Option 4 

-GO Nf\DENT\Al 
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Presidential Decision on Issue 2 

Option 1 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 4 

ISSUE 3: 	 Should the ERC issue any criteria or rules 
to govern or influence government financial 
assistance to LNG import ventures? 

Background 

Under the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended, the 
Maritime Administration(MarAd) is authorized to grant ship 
construction subsidies and mortgage guarantees for any ship 
to be built in the U. S. whose purpose is to engage in 
foreign trade. To date construction subsidies for nine LNG 
tankers have been approved for a total of $198 million, while 
mortgage guarantees have been approved for 14 LNG tankers for 
a total exposure of one billion dollars .. These include tanker 
requirements for the El Paso I and Eascogas projects. 

Ship requirements for the pending projects involve a total 
of 24 ships of which 13 are expected to built in the U. S. 
The level of subsidy and mortgage guarantee commitments for 
these pending projects is not known at this time, but they 
could involve as much as $400 million for.construction sub
sidy and about $1.2 billion for mortgage guarantees. The 
Maritime Administration program is designed to assist the 
V. S. s~ipbuilding industry in competition with other nations 
ln the lnterest of national security and provides considerable 
employment. The actual level of subsidy or guarantee approved 
is subject to Congressional action. Lack of MarAd support 
may not prove a constraint to a particular project as the 
ships are available elsewhere. 

Eximbank provides loans and guarantees for overseas LNG 
facilities. Total exposure to date is $350 million for 
the El Paso I LNG plant in Algeria. Loans have been granted 
for gas field facilities and pipeline compressor stations. 
The Task Force has informal understanding that Eximbank is 
not likely to lend more money to Algeria and has significant 
reservations about LNG projects. 

/'. : 
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Further, review procedures are already in place for examin{na 
Exim loan requests and determining whether such requests . 
should be granted. Specifically, all Exim loans above $30 
million must be reviewed by a National Advisory Council 
consisting of the representatives of State, Treasury, and 
Commerce, and the heads of the Federal Reserve and Eximbank. 
Additionally, all loans of $60 million or greater must be 
su~mitted to Congress for their review at leasL 25 days 
prlor to approval. National security input could b~ given 
through this mechanism. Eximbank is already limited to 
support'transactions that are not 'counter to u.S. policy. 

Option 1. 	 Establish no additional criteria for limiting 

either MarAd or Eximbank financial assistance. 


Pros: 	 Neither agency provides assistance to projects 
importing LNG to the United States until the 
projects receive FPC approval. 

These agencies were established. to further 
other U. S. goals (e.g., supporting ship
building activity, export of U. S. capital 
goods and services). 

Given the defined goals of these agencies, 
restricting the level of their involvement 
in LNG ventures would result in no savings 
to the taxpayers (since their financial 
assistance would go to other projects). 

In the case of MarAd, restricting its in
volvement could have a negative impact on 
supply (and perhaps price) security of LNG 
ventures, since U. S. ownership of tankers 
could deny use of ships to exporting countries 
during embargo. Further, in a short-term 
embargo the risk of guarantees are transferred 
from gas companies to the U. S. government. 

Cons: 	 Possibly foregoes an opportunity to control 
the level of LNG imports, since some projects 
may not be economically viable if financed 
in the private capital markets. 

Financial incentives are by their nature an 
additional element of market distortion. 

-CONF\OEN1\~L 
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Option 2. Establish criteria for controlling MarAd and 
Eximbank assistance to LNG import ventures. 

Pros: Would ensure that security of supply is 
given appropriate consideration in ventures 
receiving financial assistance. 

MarAd assistance may make it difficult to 
resist price increases, given the threat 
of cutoff and loss of repayment and possibly 
jobs. --  ---=----

The criteria may be used to direct this 
assistance to projects deemed more desirable 
in terms of supply security. 

Cons: 	 Would make the LNG project approval process 
more complex than it currently is. 

Criteria to select certain ventures for 
financial aid would, of necessity, be complex 
and might appear arbitrary. 

Denying assistance to some ventures would be 
subject to legal challenge. 

Agency Positions on Issue 3 

Option 1 - All ERC Agencies support Option 1. 

Option 2 

Presidential Decision on Issue 3 

Option 1 

Option 2 

ISSUE 4: 	 Should the ERC recommend that FPC require contingency 
plans before approving LNG projects? 

As indicated earlier, there may be a need for requiring con
tingency plans for prospective LNG projects. These plans 
could include storage requirements for high priority users, 
conservation, voluntary interpipeline transfers, conversion, 
etc. The FPC could issue contingency plan requirements as 
part of its approval process for new projects. 

In addition to FPC contingency plan requirements, the Federal 
government could take a much stronger position towards future 
supply interruptions or price actions. The Fede1fat posture 
coul<;l include implied actions stated by ERC, legt$lationto 
proVlde for allocations between pipelines in an ~rgenc~__ etc~_ 

______---	 ' __ ".,,7 
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Option 1. 	 Recommend that the FPC adopt contingency plan 
requirements. 

Provides greater supply seourity for high
priority users. 

Forces the cost of vulnerability upon the user 
of LNG. 

Cons: 	 Storage would be expensive and is not useful 
in combatting long-term supply interruptions 
or price actions. 

It may be difficult to justify putting gas in 
storage when widespread shortages exist. 

Could create administrative cost and add to 
bureaucracy. 

Option 2. 	 Do not recommend any contingency plans. 

Agency Positions on Issue 4 

Option 1 - FEA, Commerce, State, CEA, OMB, Treasury, CIEP, ERDA 

Option 2 - Interior 

Presidential Decision ohISsue 4 

Option 1 

Option 2 
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MEMORANDUM FOR FRANK G. ZARB··,·· • . ..1 ...... 

. -.. 
FROM a BRUCE A. PASTERNACK 

THRU: ERIC R. 
I igd)

ZAUSNER ~ 
.h.J.' Joe ...1.. L.ausner 

SUBJECT: LNG POLICY PAPER 

The attached folder contains a·memo to the Presitlent .~ .., 
outlining the LNG decisions needed and the full ERe, 
issue paper. I have prepared an ·executive summary ... 
explaining the key conclusions· and· agency positions ~ ~' 

on the issues. As you can see, we have a fair amount 
of consensus .(and I understand. that·· the NSC and Bill· 
Seidman will support our position).• 

, '",~I anticipate that the ERC policy. statement and press _. ~ .". f'··"'· 

release will require careful. intera'lency coordination e' 

While I will begin developing .the.statement later .thLs 
week, I do not anticipate. having: anything ready for .... .. " .public distribution until late..in ·~the week of. July..26 e.' 

, '. "' 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 15, 1976 

/
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ADMINISTRA TIVELY CONFIDENTIAL // 
/// 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ELLIOT RICHARDSON 
FRANK ZARB 

FROM: JAMES E. CONNo~e;g 

SUBJECT: STATUS REPOR T ON THE EXTENSION 
OF FEA 

The President reviewed yo r joint memorandum of July l3 on the 
above subject and made t e following notation alongside the paragraph 
quoted: 

"R gardless of which course you finally take, your 
ion should be accompanie by a strong statement 

"Yes" tlining the energy measures that your Administration 
as asked the Congress to enact and which have not 

yet received Congressional approval" 

Pl ease follo -up with appropriate action. 

cc: Dick Cheney 
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FEDERAL ENERGY AD.MINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D,C. 20461 

'JUL 20 
OFFICE Or: THE ADMINiSTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THRU: ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON' 

FROM: FRANK G. ZARB 5 . 
SUBJECT: STATUS REPORT: ALASKA PIPELINE 

The Executive Committee of the Energy Resources Council met 
this morning to receive an interim report from Under 
Secretary Barnum on his fact-finding trip to Alaska last week 
and to discuss several activities which Secretary Kleppe 
currently has underway in connection with the issues investi 
gated by John Barnum. 

~'lorking under the coordinating auspices of the ERC, the two 
Departments will prepare a joint report that should be ready 
for your review by early next week. This report will layout 
the problem areas, indicate corrective actions that will be 
needed, and the possible impact of those actions on the costs 
and completion date of the pipeline. 

Although it is premature to co~e to any final conclusions, 
Alyeska and the relevant government agencies are already at 
work on the following: 

Reexamining and correcting any problems associated with 
the 3,995 questionable welds detected in the Alyeska 
audit of the 1975 welding program. . 

Rechecking, as a result of the Arthur Anderson Report 
prepared for the Department of the Interior, the other 
30,800 welds completed during the 1975 welding program 
which the Alyeska audit determined to be acceptable. 
The procedure to be used in this rechecking effort is 
still under revie\'l. 

Establishing unquestionable quality control pr~es 
for all post-1975 welds, inc1uding those. alre~y <'~\ 
completed in 1976. .~ :~': 
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Both Interior and DOT are firm in their position that all 
outstanding questions wiil be resolved before use of the 
pipeline is permittedj the structural and environmental 
integrity of the pipeline cannot be relaxed in any way. 
Both departments are still guardedly optimistic that all 
corrective actions can be completed on the pipeline in time 
to permit operation of the system by mid-1977, the current 
target. 

Interior and DOT officials will be testifying tomorrow before 
the Senate Interior Committee providing information along the 
above lines. 

The final report of the Arthur Anderson Company -- which raises 
substantial questions as to the acceptability of past quality 
control procedures -- has been given to House and Senate 
Committees and will become public either tod?y or tomorrow. 

After reviewing the final report from Arthur Anderson Companyc 
Secretary Kleppe concluded that additional 'instructions must 
be issued to Alyeska. Under Secreta'ry Frizzell has today 
dispatched a letter to Alyeska which provides as follows: 

Submit a plan for producing fully auditable records 
of all welds completed in 1975. 

Complete two radiographs for all future welds and 
provide one to the Department of the Interior. 

Immediately establish a technique for marking each 
weld in a manner that is visible to the naked eye 
and by x-ray so that all radiograph film can be 
positively identified with each weld; or, if this 
is not technically feasible, develop an acceptable 
alternative. 

If an acceptable marking technique or alternative 
is not approved by Interior, welding must be 
stopped by 10:00 A.M., July 25. (Interior is 
confident that welding will no~ need to be 
stopped. ) 

4:(.;"",::)! 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

July 21, 1976 

INFORMATION 

MEMJRANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

F:roM: FRANK G. Zl\RB ~. 

'!he attached editorials summarize fairly well the position taken by 
a number of D::m'ocrats in the Congress, as corrpared to your Administration, 
on the subject of divestiture. 

Attachrrents 



NEWSDAY July 18, 1976 

;B~~akUp Bi~'on?A~Ye~,and·No I 

! . By Frank G. Zarb 
J 

; Breaking up the big' oil 
: companies is worth supporting oltly
. if the new organizational structure 
; would help the nation and the 
: American consumer. - ,
I 'Reorganization would be accept
'able only if it would improve our 
;ability to insulate the American 
: economy from the effects of ail. ae.,. 
;tual or threatened oil embargo, di
:'minish the control of the Organiza
,tion of Petroleum EXP9rting Coun
; tries over the world price of oil; and 
'result in more abundant and secure 
'oil supplies at lower prices for the' 
American consumer_ ,These should . 

:be the criteria for' any- evaluation of ~ 

'divestiture or reorganization pro

,posals. 

: However, there is strong reason . 

. to believe that the bill now before 

;the Senate actually. would under

,mine efforts to produce more do-

lmestic oil, strengthen OPEQ's pow- . 

er to deterIJline oil prices and in


; crease consumer costs. ';rhe legisla

;tion proposes a radical departure 

from the government's traditional 

'antitrust function and seems to ig
nore the question of. its impact on 

our need for energy self-sufficiency. 


On June '15,' the Senate Judiciary 
Committee approved a divestitur~ 
bill, thus sEltting the stage for a leg~ 
islative battle which could deter
mine the form of government-busi
ness relations for years to come. 

The bill would essentially prohib
it a large. oil company from engag

'ing domestically in any two of the 
following major industry functions: 
production, pipelipe transportation, 

;or refining-marketing. This could 
· result in· less abundant, less secure 

. ~ and more costly supplies of petrole
,urn for American consumers. 
, Those who equate iritegrated oil 
: company operations with anticom
·petitive behavior have made the' 
false assumption that independent, 
refiners and marketers do not have 

· sufficient access to crude oil and 
finished products, such as gasoline, 
since the major integrated compa
nies, through ownership of their 
own crude oil production and the 
pipeline transportation system, can I 
exclude the independents, thereby,,'; 
limiting their ability to compete. 

In actual pr~ctice, there is every , 
indication that the major oil com
panies themselves do not have any
thing approaching iron-clad control 
over crude,supplies. For example, 

the 18 maJor oiFfirms that WOUld, be I 
affected by the pending legislation 
produce only 60 per cent of the 
crude oil necessary to run their re
fineries, the remainder being im
ported or purchased in the domestic 
market. Of the 18, only one is total
ly self-sufficient in domestic crude 
oil. 
. The, facts' also suggest that the 

independent marketers have a high 
degree of access to refined products., 
In 1975, for instance. almost 18 per 
cent of. refiner gasoline production 
was bought by "unbranded," inde
pendent marketers. When you in

: clude the "llranded independents"
. privately owned enterprises that 

, 

In fact, as The Washington Post 
pointed out in a recent editorial op

, posing the Senate divestiture bill, 
" ..• since World War II a num
ber of new independent refineries 
have been successfully established. 
One of them . . . has grown fast 
enough to now be on the list of com
panies that would be broken up by 
this bill." 

'. , Another area in integrated olI 
company operations where anti
competitive behllvio~ could occur is 
in the pipeline transportation sys
tem, which is heavily dominated by 
the major oil companies largely be
cause of the substantial amounts of 
capital needed to build and main
tain it. However, the 'system is 
closely regulated by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission,' which pro
hibits rate discrimination and re
quires that the system be operated 
as a common carrier serving all 
shippers. , " '. 

The domestic oil industry as it is 
currently organized is clearly capa
ble of meeting the extremely high 
capital and technical demands of in
creased exploration, development 
and production, given certain gov
ernmental adions to establish a 
stable, predictable climate fa.vor
able to those activities. The .process'l 
of divestiture, on the other hand, 
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wbuld-foreethe oil industry irtto a-period of irista.bility and 
l1ncertainty~ . -'. ."-

. This period of flux could involve a decade or more_ of 
litigation to adjudicate the numerous C!onflicting claims. 
_of all those with· a direct interest in the outcome of 
divestiture. During this period capital spending by the 
affected companies would be sharply reduced, and indus
;try management efforts would be diverted from-the de
velopment of- environmentally sound -energy supplies to. 
the administrative problems associated with divestiture. 
The net result of both would be to reduce domestic ener~ 
gy supplies and increase dependence of imported oil. 
"_ It is simply naive to expect any corporation to re
structure itself radically without experiencing a period 
.of decreasing productive activity. In addition, companies 
affected by divestiture would have reduced incen~ives 
and capabilities to make large capital investments while 
they are faced with -such uncertainty. In short, expect
ing the U.S. oil industry and the financial community to 
cooperate productively and efficiently and make an un
interrupted contribution to national energy goals during 
a prolonged process of divestiture is not realistic. 

The process of divestiture might result in an industry 
iIi which capital could be raised only at comparatively 
higher interest rates," leading to increased operating 
costs, and, ultimately, to- higher consumer prices-pre
cisely the opposite of the effect sought by the proponents 
of divestiture.' -' - . . 

. And should the proponents of divestiture then seek to 
restrain the resulting higher prices through controls, the 
ability of ' the fragmented domestic oil industry to engage 
in greater productivity would be further curtailed, lead
ing to- even greater vulnerability to interruptions of sup
ply and increases in the price of imported oil. 

Apart from the effects of divestiture on the produc
tion of domestic oil, an equally important consideration 
is its impact on the relationship of the United States to 
OPEC. There IS no evidence that nonintegrated U.S. oil 
companies could bargain with the cartel more effectively 
than larger, vertically integrated firms to assure more 
secure supplies at lower prices. 

. The assertion that the companies are the willing in
strument of the cartel in setti~g and maintaining prices 
will not bear scrutiny. The price of oil is a function of 
supply and demand. If the cartel can control production 
so that available oil supplies will support the price they 
decree, they effectively control the market. And with 
the continuing nationalization of oil company assets 
overseas, it is the cartel and its member countries that 
are now in a position to decide the volume -of oil that will 
be produced, not the companies. 

. .. Whas also been said that when decreased cartel pro
duction is necessary to support increased prices, the 
companies act as a mechanism through which propor
tional shares -of the reduced production are allocated to 
the member states of OPEC. But the fact remains that 
this pro-rationing of dec:r.easett production is simply not 
essential. 
'. One member of the cartel, Saudi Arabia, has such a 
large production capacity and . such a relatively small 
need for oil revenues th.at it can absorb the entire pro
duction decrease necessary to support any given price. 
As long as the Saudis are willing to support the stability 
of the cartel by shutting in their production-a decision 
over which the companies have no_ control-OPEC will 
continue to dominate the supply, and, therefore, the 
price of oil. 
, If we are to produce more energy at reasonable prices .. 
\ye. must complete the implementation of a five-point' 
natlOnal energy program: . 
. _ 1. Decrease the -grov,ih rate of U.S. energy consump
tion from an historic 3.6 per cent to something less . 
2.8 per cent; .i 

2. Increase domestic oil productio~ from th~ current 8 
.million barrels per day to 12 million barrels per day, and 
.increase domestic natural gas production from 20 trillion 
cubic feet per year to 23 trillion cubic feet per year; 
-_3. Increase domestic coal production from the present 
:.annual rate of 603 million tons to one billion tons; . 
f' 4. Increase' electricity generated - by nuclear power 
-from today's level of 9 per cent to 26 per cent; and 

5. Complete a national oil stockpile program giving 
this nation sufficient protection against the threat of 
future embargoes. • ' 
,. The implementation of these five points, or equally 
~eff~ctive s~bstitutes, will require deliberate _and painful 
pohcy-making on a numb~r of complex issues. There is 

_no easy way out, but one thing is clear: We have the 
. natural, financial and technological l'esources to get the 
-job done. 
- As popular as the notion may seem, the divestiture 
legislation presently being considered simply cIoes not 
hEllp~to ;proyi~~ or. ~pnse~ve, mor~ ,energy, Jn~~ed_, ~thEl 
q\!.?ll~~ POlyr,d~Y~r.t~_ as,t~~tlO~ ~rom, tbe \~()ugb. energyl de:.. 
CISlOns that thIS natiOlUJlp.~J~~i'.•t;1 .. II ••~ .. »,uu. & '.iI 
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: ''', - '. :...r~. -in the operation:-of 'joint producBy Phlllp A. Bart; ~, 

ing leases and sucn--the figure hit! . 
It happened in mid-sentence- dur 90 per cent. The industry spokes-, 

ing a Senate antitrust and monopo men tell us there are 10,000 produc
ly subcommittee hearing a couple of ers. So the other 9,980 must control 
years ago:I, went blank and couldn't 10 per 'cent of the 'reserves. . ' 

think of a single example- of a com
 Consider these other barometers 
petitive industry. Stumped,I". 0'£ concentration in the industry. In
turned to' the staff. No suggestions.. 1972, the top eight refiners; had 56 

, I tossed the question to the audi . per cerit· of proQuction. The top 20 
,ence-about 150 persons who work 
in. industry or follow antitrust mat

, tel'S closely, or both. Silence." , ,:' 
That memory comes back now be

cause it seems to typify a proble~ 
of those who favor divestiture for 

, the oil industry. We argue that this 
will bring consumers the benefits of 
competition. We get back blank 
looks. 

People are- hard, put to imagine 
what a competitive oil ipdustry 
would look or act like. They are es-· 
pecially hard 'put to imagine how 
competition' would affect consum
ers. 

Frankly, I should have realized 
long ago that murmuring "competi
tion" doesn't automatically bring 
blissful visions to consumers' 

,minds. They dori't ,often get a 
-chance' to see it practiced-ev~n in 

this land supposedly dedicated to 

the free enterprise system. " 


Everyone of our 'basic indus
tries-such I as steel, autos, copper, 
computers, communications~are· 
dominated by a handful of, compa
nies that are able to control their 
market instead of being controlled 
by it. In a country" ofmore~than , 
300,000 manufacturing concerns, 
200 control more than two thirds of ' 
total manufacturing assets. 
. The oil industry also suffers from 
a lack of competition. It is not de
fined as easily as some· other- indus
tries in terms of concentration of 
ovmership figures. But the bottom 
line is that there is no free market 
in crude oil or refined products. 

The top oil firms own more' than 
79 per cent of crude reserves direct-. 
ly. W1!en indirect control is 'added 

S.en. Philip A.' Hart (D-Mich.) is 
retiring at the end of this year 
after three terms in the U.S. 
Senate. He is chairman of the 
Senate subcommittee on anti
trust and monopoly. 

had 84 per cent. Crude oil is gener
ally sold ,to·,the~ pipeline on which it 
travels, ·ar.d.in 1973, 92 per cent of 
crude. oil ~:,ipments were carried in 
the majors' lines (the top 18 com
panies.. in volume of crude produc
tion, 'refining and marketing' are in
cluded among the·"majors")~ The 
same year the majors' pipelines 'car
ried J6 per cent· of the refined oil 
proclucts in, the country.· And in 
1974, the top refiners held 80 per 
cent of the domestic market. That 
type of control by a group of com
panies that meet each other daily as 
partners. in production, transporta
tionand/or marketing thoroughly' 
dilutes' free markets in this indus-' 
try and makes nomntegrated com~ 
,panie~.less than. free-wheelirig com
petitor-s. The los~r, ultimately, is 

, the consumer. ' 
, nuing the debate on the wisdom 
of ,divestiture for this industry, we 
are often asked: How much money 
will-the consumer save? Frankly, I 
haven't the faintest idea. Nor, I am 
sure-~' does anyone short of God. We 
do !mow that if you take an indus
try that is not c'ompetitive and 
make it competitive, there is a 
downward pressure on prices. 
, At thlimoment this industry is 

dominated ~y an international car
tel that mayor may not hold to
gether after divestiture. If it, holds, 
the OPEC countries have an
nounceccthey intend to continue to 
raise crude prices'. But tliat "'ill not 
be as.easy after 'divestiture: 

,Then the companies buying the 
oil will not have an incentive to just 
pay the asking' price. They will be 
the largest refiners in, the world, 
the ones buying 95 per cent of the 
OPEC crude, and they will be get
ting their profits solely from refin
ing and marketing. In other words, 
they will be tough negotiators and 
price-shoppers. 

Today the major integrated oil 
companies have no incentive to bar
gain for lower prices. They have a 
stake in price increases. That's be
cause their own reserves increase in 
value each time the world price is 
hiked. The magnitude of that incen
tive is impressive. For example, a 
~1 ;"",..""OQ,Co, '(''t'. 

m'eans·'the" value o'f the reserves 
that Exxon, Atlantic-Richfield and 
SohiolBP hold just in Prudhoe Bay, 
Alaska, increases by $10 billion. 

That's the kind of condition in 
which sweetheart contracts flour~ 
ish. OPEC scratches the oil com
panies' back, and vice versa. On the 
other hand, we do know that with 
the 5 per cent of the OPEC produc
tion now being purchased by nonin
tegrated refiners there has been 
some eroding of the cartel price. ' " 

So there is every reason to believe 
that' competition over the years 
would keep prices from rising as 
fast and as high as they would 
without competition. For consum
ers, the stake is considerable. Ev
ery time.gas~line. goes, up one cent a 
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gallon, consumers spend $1 
,billion more each year to-

I' buy it. . -:; 
-. But saving money iSllot 
the only benefit competition 

._promises consumerS. Theal;'· 
-most universal trait of mo
'nopolists is their comfort. 
They don't have to hustle
and they usually don·t. 
Therefore inefficiencies 
creep in; technological ad
vances are slow to be made 
or implemented. In general, 

. there are signs of stagna
tio-n in the industry. As 
Business Week magazine 
reported last month. "Com
pared with· their sales- vol
lIme, big oil companies have 
never spent heavily on re
search and development-at 
least the engineering kind. 
Ford Motor Company's bud
get alone exceeds the $715 
million that oil companies, 
with combined sales of $175 
billion, reported." 

On the average, the oil in
dustrylast year' spent less 
than one half of one per 
cent of sales dollars on re
search and development. 

. One company, Phniips 
_	Petroleum Company, broke 
down its research and devel
opment expenditures like 
this: More than 50 per cent 
went to research on chemi
cals, including fibers and 
plastic. Fifteen to 25 per 
cent went to finding im
proved techniques to discov
er and evaluate oil and min
eral deposits. 

Evidence of the ineffi 
ciency of the majors shows 
up at the service sfation: 
The nonintegrated indepen
dents traditionally under
-sell the majors by three to 
five cents a gallon. Robert 
Yancey, president of Ash
land Oil, a large indepen
dent refiner, told the sub
committee he could "spot 
the maj ors a dollar a barrel 
and still beat them at the 
pump." 

Clearly, the only notice

able competition in the in

dustry comes from the inde

pepdents" The indepen

dents, not the majors, came 

up with new marketing 

techniques, such as un... 

manned "gas-and-go" sta

tions. Innovations like this 

and lower prices helped 

them capture about 25 per 

cent of _the market. That 

took a bit of hustling, 


Incidentally, after the 

subcommittee members 

thought about the competi

tion question a bit, we did 

eome up with a very good 

example of a competitive in

dustry-the hand-held cal

._ culator industry. As you
· may recall, about five years 
• ago wh~n they first began ;;.
_ appearmg, you had to pay 
• $300 to $500 for a model that 

today sells for less than 
, $100. And you can now buy 

simple models for less than 
UO. What made the differ
ence? Competition. That's 
~hat brought .improvements 

m technology, lower prices 

md a good deal of other 

benefits for consumers. 

-- Wouldn't it be nice to :see 

,:t aittletof thatiin'the 'oil'hl;;:; 

l~dfiSti'Y?'-CJ"~':'~'L 1 J~:i~' :'':/~,~:',t : 

/~r;;:~~', 
.:1';;'; 

,:..:" 
• to: 

';:!i 



FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

July 26, 1976 OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 	 FRANK G. ZARB 01 
SUBJECT: OIL COMPANY P'lF~TS 


First quarter 1976 earnings reports for 37 oil companies 
show that profits increased 30 percent over the first 
quarter of 1975, rising from $2.2 billion to $2.9 billion. 
While the general economic recovery is the primary reason 
for this lncrease, the oil companies appear to be doing 
about as well as industry in general. Some key points are: 

o 	 Profits for all industries rose 41 percent over 
first quarter 1975, according to The Wall Street 
Journal and 37 percent according to Business Week. 
These increases reflect the recovery from the trough 
of the worldwide recession. 

o 	 Business Week also reports that the rate of return 
on invested capital was 11.0 percent for oil com
panies compared to 10.3 percent for all companies it 
surveys. 

o 	 Eight large companies (Exxon, Texaco, Mobil, Gulf, 
Socal, Amoco, Conoco, and Shell Oil) account for 
73 percent of the total profit reported. These 
companies report a 26 percent profit increase over 
last year and provide some detail on the geographic 
sources of their profits. 

o 	 For these eight companies, U.S. petroleum profits 
rose $450 million or 70 percent, and accounted for 
all of the gain. Increases and decreases in foreign 
petroleum operations, chemicals, and other activities 
offset each other. The attached graph displays a 
four-year history of the sources of earnings for 
these eight companies. 
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o 	 The general economic recovery is the primary factor 
in the earnings gains as both volumes and prices in
creased. Domestically, higher natural gas prices, 
faster recovery of costs under FEA price regulations, 
and elimination of the $2 supplemental import fee 
were added factors leading to the strong increase in 
profits. 

o 	 Foreign profits declined in spite of economic 
recovery due to the loss of production during the 
Angolan civil war, a retroactive tax increase in 
Indonesia, and reduced profits on Venezuelan oil 
since the January 1, 1976, nationalization. 

Attachment 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

July 26, 1976 OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDEN~ 

FROM: FRANK G. ZARB fJp 

In reply to your July 12 memorandum concerning participation
i~ the Interagency Economic Adjustment Committee please be 
advised that we are happy to cooperate in the fullest with
their initiatives. 

In this regard, I have asked Gorman C. Smith to act as the 
Federal Energy Administration's representative on this
committee. 



----p> 


THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 12, 1976 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 
THE SECRETARY OF LABOR 
THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, 

AND WELFARE 
THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND 

DEVELOPMENT 
THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT 

AND BUDGET 
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC 

ADVISERS 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DOMESTIC COUNCIL 
ADMINISTRATOR OF GENERAL SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

AGENCY 

ADMINISTRATOR, ENERGY RESEARCH AND 


DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

~ADMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL ENERGY 


ADMINISTRATION 
CHAIRMAN, CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
ADMINISTRATOR, SMALL BUSINESS 

ADMINISTRATION 
DIRECTOR, U.S. ARMS CONTROL AND 

DISARMAMENT AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY SERVICES 

ADMINISTRATION 

The Secretary of Defense has recently reported to me 
on the activities of the Interagency Economic Adjus~,,,~,ul~ 
Committee which was established in 1970 to assist 
Defense impacted communities. I was especially pleased 
to learn of the Committee's assistance to communities 
in providing new employment opportunities and in over
coming other economic difficulties associated with 
Defense realignment actions. 
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I am advised that the Department of Defense has recently 
announced additional actions designed to oe~fter utilize 
aval:1:ab~ere"I:3"oUrc'es'-'tn-ro\ig!i reg~£,f~Ql1J3_j.n ov~-~he.acr--''''·-~- '" 
atI(1 bas~~~~~Y'E"cosYs~~' I want to ensure that the 
CommIttee continues to act effectively in assisting 
communities that may be affected. Accordingly, I am 
ex din the Committee's membership to include the 
ad~~_~.~~es_l:_l.~_e_ 9ye and nLthIs':~T~@ti_Qn's 
commitment to utilize the resources of the Federal 
GoverIlI1!~f-t,(';L~jiiate economic difficultie"s caused 
by necessary Defense realignment actions. 

In furtherance of this commitment, each member is 
directed to: 

2. 	 Give priority attention to the critical 
adjustment needs and applications sub
mitted by impacted communities. 

3. 	 Review agency programs and statutory 
authorities to ensure sufficient flexi
bility for quick response to critical 
community adjustment requirements. 

4. 	 Streamline property disposal procedures. 

5. 	 Emphasize identification of early interim 
civilian use of facilities. 

I appreciate the cooperation and assistance which you 
and your asso~iates have given to Committee projects 
in the past. I have asked the Secretary of Defense 
to continue as Chairman and I would like you to 
continue your support for the activities of this 
Committee. 



INFORMATION 


OFFICE 
FEDERAL ENERGY .x~1N~R32QC 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20-161 

August 2, 1976 
OFFICE OF THE AD~m-':ISTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 


THRU: ELLIOT RICHARDSON 

FROM: FRANK G. ZARB'~' 
,j 

SUBJECT: Status of Legislation Extending the FEA 

The Conference Committee established to resolve House and 
Senate differences regarding legislation extending the FEA 
completed its work Friday evening, July 30. Final drafting 
of the legislation and conference report will not be com
pleted until August 4 or 5, however, and I do not expect to 
see the bill on your desk prior to the week of August 9. 

A number of the highly undesirable aspects of the bills 
originally passed by the House and Senate were either 
eliminated in conference or substantially improved; many 
of the sections sought by the Administration were retained; 
and several questionable programs or policies still remain. 
In brief, the bill includes: 

the Bartlett amendment exempting stripper wells 
from price controls (ca. 70% of domestic wells 
and 13% of production); 

an additional 1.5% plus (depending upon inflation) 
increase in the crude price escalator to give 
greater flexibility in maximizing crude production 
and phasing out oil price controls; 

two programs requested in the thirteen titles of 
your original energy program in 1975; 

weatherization assistance for low income persons 
at a slightly higher authorization level than 
included in your proposal ($200 million vs. 
$165 million); and 
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thermal efficiency standards for new houses 
and commercial buildings with less strict 
sanctions to leverage implementation of such 
standards by state and local governments than 
included in your original bill; 

additional items to be included in the State grant 
program provided in the December energy bill;- . 

a demonstration program authorized at $200 million 
to evaluate different methods of creating incentives 
for homeowners to improve the thermal efficiency 
of existing housing that will likely not have to 
be funded if your tax credit is approved; 

a $2.0 billion loan guarantee program for energy 
conservation investments by industry, business 
and non-profit institutions that is substantially 
scaled down from the earlier Senate passed version 
(e.g. credit elsewhere tests, defauYt limitations, 
a 50% reduction in authorized guarantee levels, no 
interest subsidies); and 

other less significant provisions, including some 
procedural changes to FEA's regulatory program 
sponsored by Senator Dole. 

A full evaluation of the bill's provisions will be prepared 
and circulated to your advisors for their comments prior to 
your consideration of the bill. This effort should be 
completed by August 11. 

; 
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